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Title: Salt - Soundtrack
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Lavaboots Studios
Release Date: 22 Aug, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: 2.0Ghz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB video card with shader model 2.0

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 700 MB available space
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It just doesn't work, when starting the app it freezes up and says "Unknown Error 10002".. Despite some curse words, the game
(at least what I played) is not overly offensive.
It is a stock trading sim that frequently insults you.
The gameplay is not really interesting enough to keep me looking for jokes, and the jokes are not funny or frequent enough to
make me want to suffer through the gameplay.
Is probably 3X too expensive.
Can't recommend at this price.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/DXJfUEt_vU4. ow my finger. fun couch co-op game to play with your friends, and it's free! there's no reason
you shouldn't try it out. Great soundtrack as well. Kind of the ARPG equivalent of Monster Hunter, but very dumbed down. Still
fun though, I guess.. First time I ever asked for a refund via Steam.
The game itself is kinda cute, but the controls are horrible! I played the game with an Xbox One wireless controller. The game
require finely tuned controls, but they are far from it which results in a very frustrating gameplay.
I've played many games with "bad" controls and always gotten use to it, but this is just way too bad.
I find this game impossible to play and I would never recommend it to anyone.. Having a lot of fun, would recommend!. Space
Wars is an extremely fun scrolling shooter with a retro twist. It's well designed, challenging and fun all at the same time. Excited
to play more and looking forward to further releases of levels by the game designer!. Please ignore my playtime as it was left on
overnight.
---

While I think the asking price is a bit high, Luxor Evolved is a good bit of arcade fun. Even though the game can be beaten,
this is primarily a score chaser. This is also best played with just a mouse.

Essentially, you slide a turret across the bottom of the screen and try to shoot various shapes to match similiar shapes.
Matching 3 or more gets rid of them and sometimes gives grabbable points. I'm only trying to describe this because there is no
trailer on the store page. The music is good. The whole thing can feel a bit dated at times, but the core mechanics are fun.

Pros:
+Yeah, this is a fun enough score chaser
+Playing with just the mouse is a breath of fresh air

Cons:
-Probably a bit pricey for what it is
-Static levels can get old

Get it on sale.. To censor in this game is pointless and actually degrades the product as a whole.
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Great game! Sharp graphic, nice modeling of enemies, great lightniing effects ann great feeling of the bow and the arrow.
Nice stealth mechanics (very rare in vr games catalogue).
Hope it could be added the option to choose the style of movement: teleportation only is a bit limitated.... Sold my steam cards,
and had a couple of bucks, and have to say, this is the best $1 I have ever spent on a game xD its a good Mario clone. Nothing
more to say really.. Master Reboot is a bit of an odd game. In both an obvious way and a non-obvious way. Essentially, the idea
behind Master Reboot is that you are in a future where people can upload their memories, personality, and other traits into a
cloud service, and then family and friends can visit these memories or download and install these peoples personalities into
robotic shells to continue living with them if they desire. However, there was a crash in the system that caused the whole cloud
service to have a reboot, which lost and corrupted some data. And now you play someone delving into the memories of someone
with said corrupted data looking for something.

It's basically a walking simulator experience game, except not in a typical sense. The game is split-up into memories, with each
memory being a stage. They're called memories, but they're more like surreal dreams, with a lot of odd and abstract imagery and
logic. Each memory also is different, and not just in themes, but with what you do. Some are literal walking simulators, but
others have elements like puzzles, or things you have to avoid or sneak past or else you'll die.

The stages have some good variety. Some are more relaxing, like this beach stage where you look for items with a metal
detector. Others are a bit obtuse with what you must do, like this one amusement park stage you attend too. Some take on a
horror tone, with creepy atmosphere and things trying to kill you.

On that note, my favorite stage, and something that was legitimately scary, was the plane memory. With memories in the game
like a hospital and school and graveyard, you'd think one of those would be the scariest stage (and they do have some creepy
factor, to be sure), but the actual scariest stage was definitely the plane one. It scared me pretty bad a few times, and this is
coming from someone who plays a lot of horror games.

That's the thing I think this game does best. Atmosphere. I think the people who will enjoy this game the most are those who
like atmosphere and maybe some oddities in their games. It was a bit longer than I was anticipating, but I did like it. Not the best
thing I've ever played, but I liked the variety of tasks and settings, even if the basic concept of the game's story was more
interesting than the story that develops in the game. But I'd say worth checking out if you're into this kind of thing.. I was
interested by the bad reviews, so I tried this one out and liked it a good bit. You have to build buildings around a hotel that your
co-owner and mafia jerk is trying to destroy for insurcance money. It's basically tower defense, but it has some nice variety with
very level changing the formula a bit to keep things fresh. It's prety hard, too. For five bucks, it's a pretty neat little thing if you
don't mind more repetitive stuff.. Hard to decide if this review is positive or negative. Took me few minutes to get the hang of
the controls (unfortunately, no free movement, your tools are doing the legwork for you), and then around 17 minutes to finish
the first room. There is not much to it afterwards - as the game is episodic, and only episode 1 is there, you get the message to
wait for episode 2. Curious to see more, but unfortunately too little content right now to encourage getting back to it.
Fortunately the price is low, although I would like to get more out of it.

For now I will give it a positive, but let's see what future brings. So far it is a so-so experience.. so far have to say that this game
isn't bad. it's got a few issues that i would love to see fixed, for one controller support would not be all that hard in this game,
twin stick controls and triggers (but that's just me being greedy :p)

maybe change the cursor to a targetting symbol so i can see where i'm aiming a bit better? also could we get a system that allows
us to give survivors a weapon to aid them so i'm not feeling like i'm playing babysitter? I love zombie games, but i hate it when i
feel like i'm stuck as the babysitter ><

Otherwise? game's pretty good so far. Would definitely recommend to a friend who likes games like project zomboid and other
top down survival\/zombie games.
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